
Snowflower



Snowflower
This l ight ing f ixture represents puri ty and the birth of l i fe,  locked in 

a never-ending cycle.  The inspirat ion for this design was a spring f lower 
that comes to l i fe at the end of winter,  symbolis ing the approach of spring. 
Snowflower is constructed out of overlapping glass petals.  The centre of 
the l ight ,  which represents the heart of the f lower,  features crystal  beads.

Designed by Veronika Janda Šindelářová



Desing 
options

The Snowflower pendant l ight 
is avai lable in several designs. 
The main dif ference between the 
designs l ies in the type of petals 
used - you can choose between 
luxurious clear bent glass or opt 
for a more affordable option with 
sandblasted or textured glass.  In 
the design ut i l iz ing metal petals, 
you can also choose their  colour.



Available 
models

SNOWFLOWER 09B-CH-NI-SB-CE

W 980 x D 300 x H 1500 (TH 1500) mm

3 x E14

SNOWFLOWER 06B-CH-NI-SB-CE

0 600 x H 1500 (TH 1500) mm

3 x E14

SNOWFLOWER 01B-CH-NI-SB-CE

0 300 x H 700 (TH 1500) mm

1 x E14

SNOWFLOWER 04B-CH-NI-SB-CE

0 130 x H 250 (TH 1500) mm

1 x G9 LED

SNOWFLOWER 02B-WL-NI-SB-CE

W 130 x D 230 x H 300 (TH 300) mm

1 x G9 LED



WITH SANDBLASTED GLASS 
PETALS

Revitalize your interior with our 
pendant light inspired by a snowflower, 
featuring petals crafted from textured 
sandblasted bent glass. This magical 
piece will bring a unique ambiance of 
the upcoming spring season into your 
home and enchant every visitor.

Snowflower



3 x SNOWFLOWER 01B-CH-NI-SB-CE



WITH CLEAR AND SANDBLASTED 
GLASS PETALS

This Snowflower pendant light enchants 
with a combination of petals made of clear 
and sandblasted glass. It‘s a lighting fixture 
that will adorn any interior and satisfy even 
the most discerning customer.

Snowflower



3 x SNOWFLOWER 01A-CH-NI-CC SB-CE



WITH TEXTURED AND 
SANDBLASTED GLASS PETALS

This variant of Snowflower is crafted from 
a combination of petals made of textured 
and sandblasted bent glass. This design 
offers a more economically accessible 
option compared to the version with clear 
bent glass, without compromising on 
elegance and charm.

Snowflower



3 x SNOWFLOWER 01B-CH-PB-CCT SB-CE



WITH CLEAR GLASS AND METAL 
PETALS

The combination of clear bent glass 
petals and metal petals forms this unique 
Snowflower. Not only can you enjoy the 
shimmer of glass petals, but the wide 
range of available surface finishes on the 
metal petals allows you to choose the 
perfect Snowflower for your interior.

Snowflower



3 x  SNOWFLOWER 02A-CH-NI KW-CC-CE, 4 x SNOWFLOWER 04A-CH-NI KW-CC-CE



WITH TEXTURED GLASS
AND METAL PETALS

In this case, Snowflower is formed by 
a combination of metal and textured bent 
glass petals. It’s another design gem that 
is eager to illuminate your interior.

Snowflower



3 x  SNOWFLOWER 02B-CH-NI KW-CCT-CE



TYPES OF GLASS PETALS METAL PETALS*

*Metal frame with empty centre

METAL FINISHES

CLEAR
GLASS A

CLEAR TEXTURED
GLASS B

SANDBLASTED
GLASS

WHITE POLISHED 
BRASS

POLISHED 
NICKEL

POLISHED 
BRASS

 MATT 
BRASS

NICKEL
ROSE

POLISHED 
NICKEL

MATT 
NICKEL

NICKEL
BLUE

NICKEL 
BLUE

MATT 
NICKEL

NICKEL 
ROSE

 MATT 
BRASS

Surface finish options
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